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ABSTRACT
Captchas are used as a security mechanism on the web to dis-
tinguish human users from automated programs. However,
existing captchas are not well-adapted to mobile devices and
may lead users to abandon tasks. Although Web developers
have many available captchas, they lack the tools to eval-
uate if these captchas are suitable for their mobile site. In
this paper, we present domain specific usability heuristics
for evaluating captchas on smartphones. To assess effective-
ness, we compared our proposed heuristics against Nielsen’s
during evaluations of four captcha schemes on smartphones.
The custom heuristics revealed more major problems and
more detailed feedback on the problems than Nielsen’s.

CCS Concepts
•Human-centered computing→Heuristic evaluations;
Ubiquitous and mobile computing design and evaluation meth-
ods; •Security and privacy → Web application security;

Keywords
Captchas, Evaluation, HCI, Heuristic evaluation, HIPs, Smart-
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1. INTRODUCTION
58% of the US population owns a smartphone [39] and

saturation is even higher in other places such as the Hong
Kong and the UK [36]. In the first quarter of 2013, 84%
of US mobile users had used their devices for shopping [37].
Facilitating mobile web interactions is clearly important, as
is enforcing web security. In particular, we are looking at
one aspect of secure web interactions: captchas. While ex-
tensive research is available on captchas for traditional com-
puting [56, 10, 16], work on captchas for mobile devices is
limited and more recent [32]. Our recent work has uncovered
several usability problems of desktop captchas deployed on
websites aimed at smartphones usage [41, 42]. Captchas are
challenge-response tests used as a security mechanism on the
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web to distinguish human users from automated programs
to reduce malicious use of resources. Differences in form
factor, context of use, and I/O modalities between tradi-
tional computer and mobile devices suggest that a different
approach to captchas may be needed.

Furthermore, the constant attack and scrutiny of captchas
is inciting the development of schemes with robust chal-
lenges. However, designing a human friendly scheme is also
important. Most literature on the usability of captchas
pertains to character-recognition (CR) challenges and how
distortions should be designed [10, 16, 56]. Nonetheless,
until recently, little was published regarding the captcha
scheme as an overall piece of software, on the usability of
other captcha categories, or captcha on smartphones. Re-
cent captcha schemes are proposing to address the usability
issues on mobile devices [46, 28] and our heuristics may help
independently evaluate their usability.

Our goal is to develop and validate custom heuristics for
evaluating captchas on mobile devices, in particular smart-
phones. Heuristic Evaluation (HE) [35] provides quick re-
sults, avoids costs related to user studies, and yields results
useful as either formative or summative evaluations. Any
proposed heuristics should be independent of the evaluated
software, so we demonstrate their use on four schemes. Most
mobile sites still use regular desktop captchas. Evaluating
the usability of existing and new captcha schemes should be
required before deployment by captcha designers or Web-
masters.

Our contributions are: we present our new Mobile Captcha
(MC) heuristics, and evaluate their effectiveness. Two heuris-
tic evaluations were conducted on four captcha schemes.
The results show that the number and severity of relevant
problems found using the MC heuristics is higher than with
Nielsen and Molich’s general heuristics.

2. RELATED WORK
Expert evaluation techniques, such as HE [35], allow quick

and easy usability assessments. Given that a captcha is a rel-
atively simple piece of software, a heuristic evaluation gives
evaluators the freedom to explore the scheme from several
perspectives. Research in mobile computing and usability
has sparked interest in expert evaluations [3, 40]. Since be-
ing originally proposed as a methodology by Nielsen, several
authors have adapted the original set of heuristics [35] to
better fit the requirements of specific application domains.
Most relevant to our work, Bertini et al. developed heuris-
tics to evaluate usability issues in general applications for
mobile computing, with emphasis on contextual usage [3].



Jaferian et al. developed a set of heuristics for IT secu-
rity management tools evaluation. Their heuristics focuses
on the collaborative nature of security tools (e.g., tools for
threat and vulnerability management) [23]. Other examples
include Sutcliffe et al. proposed a set of heuristics for vir-
tual environments considering natural engagement, natural
expression of action, and realistic feedback [49].

Our literature review revealed four common and prevalent
methods for developing special purpose usability heuristics.
Table 1 lists these methods for domain specific heuristics
with examples. The methods are not mutually exclusive; for
example, the first and third methods are often combined.

Although orthogonal to our research, accessibility cannot
be overlooked. Captchas should be accessible to users with
different abilities. For example, audio captcha schemes are
meant to provide alternatives for visually impaired users.
However, audio captchas on desktop computers have poor
usability [4, 45, 10].

3. DEVELOPING THE MC HEURISTICS
Our approach to developing the MC heuristics was to ex-

tend and adapt Nielsen’s heuristics [35]. Traditional captchas
adopted by websites typically become too cumbersome for
mobile users [41, 42, 46, 28] and these issues are not easily
captured by existing heuristics.

The focus of our work is providing: a) heuristics that find
problems hindering correct and efficient human challenge-
solving of different captcha schemes on smartphones; and b)
a tool for IT practitioners in charge of deploying captchas
to quickly and inexpensively assess the usability of available
captcha schemes. No usability technique can evaluate the
security of a captcha scheme and separate methods exists to
evaluate security [9, 17, 54]. Even if security is not our focus,
there is an implicit assumption that to be viable, captchas
must meet at least some minimal threshold of security.

We used the following steps for developing the MC heuris-
tics. 1) We reviewed the academic literature and identified
approximately 50 of the most relevant papers in HCI, mo-
bile HCI, and security. 2) We summarized documentation on
interaction paradigms, input methods, mobile device inter-
action design, captcha usability, captcha security considera-
tions, mobile internationalization and cultural concerns, and
contextual usage. We looked at design guidelines and recom-
mendations from HCI, interaction with mobile devices, and
security. 3) We developed an initial set of heuristics and cor-
responding guiding questions. We invited expert evaluators
with experience on HCI and Security to use the heuristics
to evaluate four captcha schemes1 on smartphones. 4) Af-
ter this we refined, combined, and discarded a heuristic that
was not capturing or properly reflecting issues and prob-
lems. For example, the security heuristic was eliminated
since the evaluations were purely based on perception and
personal assessment, rather than systematic study. 5) More
HCI evaluators carried out a second heuristic evaluation. 6)
The heuristics went through a second refinement iteration.
On this iteration, no heuristics were eliminated or added but
some wording and guiding questions were improved. The
guiding questions went through multiple iterations between
experts in usability and security. During the iterations we
turned to the literature to ensure the guiding questions ac-
curately represent the related literature.

1Details regarding the evaluation are given in §5.

4. OUR MOBILE CAPTCHA HEURISTICS
(MC)

Our proposed heuristics, guiding questions to help eval-
uators identify problems, their raison d’être, and examples
of the issues each heuristic evaluates are described below.
Heuristics MC1 - MC6 address usability while MC7 focuses
on deployability.

MC 1. User control and freedom. Input mechanisms re-
quired to answer the captcha should not lead users to make
mistakes. The scheme should provide controls to correct,
retype, or clear the input before submitting. Does the in-
put mechanism obstruct the challenge? Can the user easily
obtain a new challenge? Are appropriate controls provided
(e.g., zoom, audio pause)? Rationale. This heuristic is sim-
ilar to Nielsen’s User control and freedom heuristic; while
Nielsen’s heuristics focuses on providing a way out from
an unwanted state, our heuristic considers input artifacts.
These artifacts often interfere with the rest of the displayed
page. We generalize control mechanisms beyond typed in-
put, e.g., voice input. A related heuristic from the gaming
mobile domain is Device UI and game UI are used for their
own purposes, by Korhonen and Koivisto [25]. Based on
direct manipulation, an object should remain visible while
the user performs physical actions on it, and the result of
these actions should be visible as well. Maintaining visibil-
ity of objects and their affordances is challenging on small
screens. Others have recognized the small screen as a us-
ability problem leading to typing mistakes [24]. Lentz [27]
recommends providing all navigation inside the web appli-
cation rather than using the browser’s navigation controls
and providing adequately-sized targets. Designs must also
consider that mobile devices could be handled with one or
two hands, while standing, sitting, or walking. Typing is the
most popular captcha input mechanism [8]. Non-traditional
CR schemes may require the user to select by pressing on ob-
jects, to trace lines, or to use speech input. Schemes should
also provide means to deselect, correct or erase user actions.

MC 2. Learnability. The scheme should provide, and not
require more than, brief instructions. The captcha scheme
should be intuitive, without excessive cognitive load. Can
the user figure out how to use the captcha quickly/easily?
Is there any guidance? Can a small set of instructions ex-
plain it sufficiently? Are such instructions provided? Is
the scheme understandable? Rationale. This heuristic de-
rives from Nielsen’s Help and documentation. In addition,
Learnability is a usability goal [43]. Ideally, the scheme can
be used with minimal or no documentation, especially since
the captcha challenge is an obstacle to their overall objec-
tive. Korhonen and Koivisto [25] suggest related heuristics:
the player does not have to memorize things unnecessarily,
the game contains help, and the game provides clear goals
or supports player created goals. Similarly, Carroll’s [11]
minimalist approach to instruction presents only material
essential to performing the task and uses an action-oriented
approach. Mobile best practices and design guidelines ad-
vocate for clear and simple language, labelling all form con-
trols, properly positioning the labels in relation to their form
controls, and making it simple for users to access help [53,
12]. The growing number of captcha schemes and their in-
creased adoption may lead to user confusion. A common
learnability issue with text captchas is that users are unsure
whether they must respect the case of the challenge. The



Approach to developing domain specific heuristics Domain examples Heuristics
Ambient Displays [31] 12

1. Adapt or extend Nielsen’s Security [57] 6
Virtual Reality [49] 12
Mobile Computing [3] 8

2. Base on theory from target domain Security [23] 7
Computer Supported Collaborative Work [19] 5
Mobile [3] 8

3. Transform design guidelines Web services [50] 7
General advice [43] (advice)

4. Use domain experience & analysis of usability problems General [35] 9
General [34] 10

Table 1: Prevalent methods for developing domain specific evaluation heuristics.

basic captcha task should simple and intuitive but this is
rarely the case. For instance, many audio schemes require
users to recall long strings or multiple words.

MC 3. Efficiency of use. The scheme should be quick and
efficient to use. The scheme should avoid controls or non-
captcha related artifacts that may lead to errors or inefficien-
cies, and minimize unnecessary complexity. Do any barriers
hinder solvability of the challenge? Is the captcha solvable
within a reasonable time? Rationale. Nielsen’s original
Flexibility and efficiency of use heuristic focuses on allowing
customizations for frequent and advanced users. In contrast,
our heuristic addresses issues that may create stumbling
blocks that hinder solvability and decrease the efficiency of
the captcha scheme. Bertini et al. [3] refer to efficiency of
use as allowing mobile users to dynamically configure the
system based on contextual needs. In the MC heuristics ef-
ficiency refers to the way a captcha scheme supports users in
completing the challenge: if needed, provide control buttons,
allow users to obtain new challenges, and if security is not
negatively impacted, include play controls (e.g., pause and
play controls for audio schemes). For example, a challenge
that requires swapping alpha and numeric keyboards fur-
ther decreases efficiency. Solving captchas on smartphones
may become tedious. In related work, researchers found
that scrolling, zooming and panning, and screen size con-
tribute to loss of context, all of which can negatively affect
captchas [47, 2, 7].

MC 4. Input mechanisms. The scheme should support
input mechanisms allowing easy completion of the challenge
on different devices. Does the input mechanism cause any
additional problems for completing the challenge? Does the
scheme have appropriate input methods for the target de-
vice? Does the scheme allow device appropriate input al-
ternatives? Does it allow for user input preference? Ratio-
nale. This heuristic derives from Bertini’s Ease of input,
screen readability and glanceability which has similar rea-
soning to ours: “Mobile systems should provide easy ways
to input data, possibly reducing or avoiding the need for
the user to use both hands” [3]. Ten years ago there were
only two paradigms for mobile input: pen and keyboard in-
put [30]. Now, we also find touch-sensitive screens, speech
input, gyroscopes, accelerometers, and other input mech-
anisms. Moreover, there are a number of mobile text in-
put options, including the unistroke letter set, optimized
on-screen keyboard layouts, and soft keyboard error correc-
tion. Furthermore, users have to switch their attention be-

tween the keyboard and the input area due to the lack of
tactile feedback, making this activity error-prone [30]. Con-
sider the case in which the device allows for voice input, but
the captcha challenge is in a another language. The speech
recognition mechanism may not recognize the answer, or the
user is burdened with changing language settings. Similarly
CR schemes in non-roman alphabets could require special
text entry solutions [29].

MC 5. Solvability. Captcha challenges should be sim-
ple for users to solve while preventing automated computer
solutions. Challenges should minimize user confusion and
be suitable for mobile devices (with small screens, and re-
stricted input methods). Does the challenge contain ambigu-
ous elements that could lead to confusion for users? Do the
distractors make it too difficult to solve the challenge? Ra-
tionale. This new heuristic represents a delicate balance
between the secure and the usable. Captcha schemes em-
ploy various distortion or distraction techniques to prevent
adversarial attacks. However, excessive or poorly designed
distractions can lead to challenges with unacceptably low
solution rates. Challenges, regardless of the class, should be
easy for humans, hard for machines [9, 56, 44]. Security de-
sign guidelines for CR captchas suggest using multiple fonts,
sans-serif fonts, and varied font sizes [9, 56]. If not carefully
applied, these design guidelines can have a negative impact
on solvability. From the mobile perspective, security fea-
tures may not fit device constraints. For instance, if a CR
challenge image is too large, it may not be rendered by the
device [53]. If the image is too small, distorted and complex,
the user may need to zoom and lose overview [7]. Some au-
dio challenges are implemented as spoken characters and
may be prone to confusion (e.g., a/8) [44]. Another consid-
eration for audio captchas is that audio distortion techniques
are commonly used to prevent attacks; however, a noisy en-
vironment may make the challenge unsolvable. Content-
confusion is not unique to audio challenges; CR challenges
may also include confusable characters (e.g., 5/S/s,nn/m).

MC 6. User perception. Captchas should be pleasant
to solve and should cause no discomfort to users. Does the
scheme have potential to cause discomfort (e.g., eye strain
or nausea) Is the scheme pleasant to use? Is the scheme us-
able and acceptable? Rationale. Nielsen’s closest heuristic
is Aesthetic and minimalist design, which pertains to di-
alogs. Korhonen and Koivisto’s [25] mobile gaming heuris-
tic: the players are rewarded and rewards are meaningful is
linked to gamers’ satisfaction and engagement. Our User



perception pertains to the user’s subjective satisfaction dur-
ing use. While users typically cannot choose the type of
captcha, they can choose whether to continue using the site
serving it. A mobile user’s expectations and experience is
impacted more easily due to the variable context of use [13].
Hiltunen et al. [21] and Botha et al. [5] identify the follow-
ing factors influencing the mobile experience: user (unique
attributes of mobile users, cultural context, and skills), inter-
action techniques, task context (multitasking, interruptible
and mobile), physical context, social context, technological
context, privacy and security, device, and connection (net-
work and bandwidth concerns). Solving captcha challenges
on smartphones can be frustrating if the scheme is too chal-
lenging, or if the captcha requires more cognitive load than
the user is willing to dedicate to the task. Yan and El Ah-
maad [56] also include satisfaction as one of their usability
criteria for captchas.

MC 7. Consistency with user’s localization and environ-
ment. The scheme should be universal2 and should be suit-
able for the range of situations and environments in which
users may access the scheme. Language and culture should
not impose additional barriers to solving challenges. Are
the task demands appropriate for the environments in which
users will be accessing them? Is the challenge independent of
culture, language, location? Does the scheme provide ample
time to solve the challenge (i.e., time-out does not impede
solvability)? Rationale. Nielsen’s heuristics do not explic-
itly address localization and environment, but the Consis-
tency and standards heuristic relates to following platform
conventions. Other heuristics related to contextual usage are
the game accommodates with the surroundings and interrup-
tions are handled reasonably [25]. Localization “refers to the
adaptation of a product, application or document content to
meet the language, cultural and other requirements of a spe-
cific target market (a locale).” [52]. From the perspective
of mobile devices Cui and Roto [15] identify four contex-
tual factors: spatial (mobile or stationary), temporal (dura-
tion of breaks), social (alone or in group) and access factors
(WLAN or cellular network). Lee et al. [26] classify mobile
Internet use into personal and environmental contexts. Per-
sonal context pertains to the state of the users themselves in
terms of emotion, time and movement. Environmental con-
text include all factors external to the user: location, lighting
conditions, distraction, and crowding (e.g., other people, so-
cial interactions) in the immediate environment. In terms
of captchas and their deployability, a captcha scheme is of-
ten chosen based solely on the reasoning that it is a popu-
lar solution. Although most captcha design suggestions in-
clude universality, not all deployed schemes achieve this goal.
Challenges should be independent of users’ physical location,
language, or culture [44]. Whether the challenge is friendly
to non-native speakers is another usability concern [56]. As
part of captcha deployment, IT practitioners must also con-
sider that captcha schemes will be accessed from a variety
of devices. Captcha schemes should be portable to various
devices, screen sizes, and input mechanisms.

2Universal design is the term used to reflect a particular
perspective upon the design of interactive products and ser-
vices that respects and values the dimensions of diversity
intrinsic in human capabilities, technological environments
and contexts of use [48].

5. ASSESSING THE MC HEURISTICS
The most common approach to validate heuristics is to

evaluate an application with both the proposed heuristics
and Nielsen’s heuristics [35]. This approach varies from pro-
posal to proposal in the thoroughness of the analysis. For
instance, Jaferian et al. apply the two sets of heuristics to
an identity management system [23]. Baker et al. [1] assess
heuristics to evaluate groupware. In both cases, two main
factors are analyzed and compared against Nielsen’s: a)
problems found (false positives, raw, consolidated), and b)
inspector performance (average performance, consistency of
individual performance, proportion of inspectors who found
each problem, ranking of individual performance, number
of inspectors required to uncover a good number of prob-
lems). The ultimate criterion for assessing the effectiveness
of usability evaluation methods is finding real usability prob-
lems [20]. Hartson define realness as: “a usability problem is
real if it is a predictor of a problem that users will encounter
in real work-context usage and that will have an impact on
usability (user performance, productivity and/or satisfac-
tion)” [20]. Specific issues related to character-recognition
captchas are addressed in previous work [55, 54, 8]. The first
evaluation consisted of using the proposed heuristics in a
standard heuristic evaluation process assessing four captcha
schemes (§6). In the second evaluation we repeated the pro-
cess with Nielsen’s & Molich’s heuristics for comparison.

Target Schemes. The schemes were chosen because they
represent the main captcha categories: character-recognition
(CR), image-recognition (IR), and moving-image object recog-
nition (MIOR). The target schemes are depicted in Figure 1.
reCaptcha [18] is a widely deployed on the Internet; this CR
challenge consisting of recognizing and typing two words.
Asirra3[33] is a research IR captcha; the challenge consist-
ing of identifying images of cats and dogs. NuCaptcha [38] is
a commercial MIOR scheme consisting of reading alphanu-
meric characters that overlap as they swing independently
left to right (statically pinned at the centre of each let-
ter). Animated captcha, (Vappic 4D) [51], is an experimen-
tal captcha MIOR consisting of six alphanumeric characters
arranged in a patterned cylinder that rotates in the centre
of the captcha screen. The similarly patterned background
portrays the base where the cylinder sits; this floor swivels
up and down. We used live demo sites offered by the scheme
owners to test the latest version of the schemes. The focus
of evaluation is the heuristics and is not intended as endorse-
ment of any specific captcha scheme.

We also pilot tested audio schemes and found these are
unusable on smartphones due to their high operational com-
plexity and strong need for recall. Mobile-specific captchas
were unavailable at the time of the evaluation because they
were still prototypes.

6. THE MC HEURISTICS EVALUATION
A heuristic evaluation (HE) was done by experts using the

MC heuristics to examine the four target captcha schemes.
Our evaluation method followed Nielsen’s [35] recommen-
dations; with a few modifications, described below. Since
captchas are not feature rich programs, our HE design al-
lowed evaluators to create their own task scenarios using the
questions listed in §4 as a guide. The general task was to
solve challenges and explore the overall interface.

3The Asirra captcha service was closed in October 2014.



Figure 1: Target Schemes. Images are from the re-
spective websites: (a)[33], (b)[51], (c)[38], (d)[18].

Evaluators: To recruit evaluators, we e-mailed known
experts in HCI who also were familiar with Security. Once
the evaluators agreed, we e-mailed details on how to con-
duct the heuristic evaluation. Nine evaluators (4 females,
5 males) completed a median of 4 schemes each. Evalua-
tors rated their knowledge of security and HCI; their means
were 4.1 and 4.2 respectively (out of 5, N=9). Evaluators
included people in the mobile industry, academic researchers
with proven expertise, and students with at least one grad-
uate course in security and HCI. Equipment : Participants
completed the evaluations on their own smartphones and in
the environment of their choosing. There was one Nexus S,
one Galaxy Nexus, 2 iPhones 4, 4 iPhone 4s, and one Sam-
sung Focus (SGH-i917). While evaluating a scheme, evalu-
ators used a secondary device to compile feedback from the
heuristics. Procedure: Prior to the evaluation, evaluators
responded to a demographics questionnaire. A host web
page presented links to the four captchas hosted on third
party demo sites. Thus, experts evaluated and experienced
live versions of the captcha schemes. Each evaluator con-
ducted his/her assessment independently. For each scheme
visited on the evaluator’s smartphone, they assessed its mer-
its based on the heuristics, noted in Limesurvey4 any prob-
lems uncovered, rated each problem’s severity, and provided
an overall score based on compliance with the heuristic.

6.1 Data Analysis
We summarized the usability problems identified by each

evaluator and then generated an aggregate list of problems
per scheme. We used a variant of Thematic Analysis [6]
to process, synthesize and categorize the reported problems.
The categorization was conducted by two researchers. The
steps were: 1) Problem synthesis (open coding): We sep-
arated and synthesized the raw problems. Raw problems
include problem descriptions with compound issues which
can be decomposed with better granularity. Compound is-
sues refer to more than one action, or describe more than
one problem, or are where ambiguous problem descriptions
can be better synthesized. 2) Consolidate problems (axial
coding and selective coding): We consolidated overlapping
problems and identified false alarms. Consolidation started

4LimeSurvey web based survey tool
http://www.limesurvey.org/

with an empty list; a problem was added to if it did not yet
exist in the list. Otherwise, a problem-frequency counter
was updated. In heuristic evaluations, it is not unusual for
two evaluators to write two completely different descriptions
for the same problem. Consistent with the literature, we de-
fine overlapping problems as those identified by two or more
evaluators. A false alarm was identified as a problem that
“was not verified by any of the researchers” [22], or when“the
reasoning of the evaluator in describing the problem was fal-
lacious” [23]. The result is a list of unique problems for each
scheme. 3) Tagging the problems with heuristics (defining
and naming themes): two researchers reviewed each unique
problem to verifying whether it fits in the assigned heuristic.
Sometimes evaluators identified problems under a particu-
lar heuristic, but these problems fit better under a differ-
ent heuristic; we refer to these as misclassifications. These
misclassifications were re-tagged. Re-tagging was done with
mutual consensus. We categorized the unique problems into
major (2) and minor (1). Major problems would significantly
hinder usability, prevent the user from solving the challenge,
or lead to mistakes. The original rating by evaluators was
considered when classifying. All evaluators were asked to
review the four schemes, but not every evaluator completed
all schemes. Eight evaluators completed reCaptcha, while
six assessed Asirra, NuCaptcha and Animated. We asked
them to spend one hour in total, but the evaluation may
have taken longer. Evaluators could stop when tired.

6.2 Results
Raw Problems. We analyzed raw problems to assess

the evaluators’ consistency in finding problems and assign-
ing severity ratings. The total number of raw problems
per scheme across heuristics is as follows: reCaptcha (86),
Asirra (60), NuCaptcha (31), Animated (79). Evaluators
found problems relating to MC3: Efficiency and MC4: In-
put Mechanisms most severe and those that are related to
MC7: User Location least likely to significantly impact us-
ability. This is likely because most schemes require zooming
and panning to answer the challenge thus affecting efficiency.
Evaluators also found that restrictions on input mechanisms
considerably hindered usability. The two heuristics that
most promote problem discovery are MC1: User control and
MC3: Efficiency of use, with 53 and 43 problems across the
four schemes. MC7: User’s localization and MC2: Learn-
ability led to the least discovery, with 31 and 23 problems
described respectively. Based on severity ratings for MC5:
Solvability, Asirra appeared most solvable and Animated
had the most critical solvability problems.

Unique Problems. The number of unique problems are
more representative of real issues, thus for the purpose of
evaluating the heuristics, better conclusions can be obtained
from this refined set. Table 2 summarizes the number of
unique problems per heuristic. Fewer unique problems indi-
cate that the scheme performed better with respect to the
given heuristic. The heuristics with the most unique prob-
lems were MC1: User control and MC2: Learnability, with
25 and 22, respectively. Fewer unique problems were dis-
covered by MC4: Input mechanisms (15) and MC1: Local-
ization (17). reCaptcha had the most unique problems for
MC5: Solvability, however, its mean severity rating was 2.1
indicating a large number of relatively minor issues. This
highlights the importance of including severity ratings in
evaluations. The number of unique problems for MC3: Ef-



Synthesized Unique Problems Evaluators
Scheme MC1 MC2 MC3 MC4 MC5 MC6 MC7 Total
reCaptcha 6 9 8 6 8 3 3 43 8
Asirra 11 4 5 3 5 6 3 37 6
NuCaptcha 3 5 0 3 2 4 1 18 6
Animated 5 4 7 3 6 10 4 39 6
Total 25 22 20 15 18 20 17 137

Table 2: MC Heuristics. Unique problems found by heuristic per scheme.

ficiency is quite variable; reCaptcha gathered the most effi-
ciency problems while NuCaptcha had none.

Evaluator Performance. Regardless of the heuristics,
evaluators perform differently from each other. HCI back-
ground, domain expertise, time, incentives, and experience
all have an influence. The distribution of unique problems
across evaluators per scheme is depicted in Figures 2. In ad-
dition to using Nielsen’s original depiction [35], our graphs
use colours to show the severity rating assigned by evalu-
ators. Stronger evaluators are at the bottom of the graph
since they found the most problems. The definition of strong-
vs-weak evaluators is related to the evaluator’s ability to find
problems. The problems are also ordered, from left (easy)
to right (hard). An easy problem is found by multiple eval-
uators; it is an “easy” problem to identify, versus a hard
problem that is rarely found. The characterization of easy-
vs-hard problem and strong-vs-weak evaluator are common
interpretations introduced by Nielsen [35]. We noticed that
some easy problems are overlooked by strong evaluators,
while some hard problems are only found by strong evalua-
tors. In addition, the distribution shown by the schemes is
consistent with that of Nielsen’s and existing literature [35,
23]. The colouring of the graphs helps to visually identify
the overall severity of problems per scheme. For example,
the Animated scheme may have fewer unique problems (39)
compared to reCaptcha (43), however the darker colours of
the graph shows that evaluators found more severe prob-
lems for Animated. The colours also highlight the degree
to which evaluators agree, or disagree, on the severity of
any given problem. It may also show patterns within each
expert’s own rating of problems. That is, does expert A
assigns consistently high or low severity ratings to the prob-
lems they report? Within each scheme, evaluators tend to
assign a higher severity to the ‘easiest’ problems identified.
Indicating that the heuristics are helpful in guiding evalua-
tors at uncovering more severe problems.

Overall Rating per Heuristic. Evaluators provided an
overall Likert scale rating (1=significant problems to 10=ex-
cellent) of each scheme per heuristic. These ratings provided
an overall perspective of the problems discovered for each
heuristic and their severity. The ratings further provided
supporting evidence for the analysis of the unique problems.
MC1: User control and freedom helped evaluators identify
significant issues with most schemes. MC2: Learnability un-
covered mostly minor issues. Although three schemes used
the virtual keyboard as input mechanism, not all schemes
scored equally; MC4: Input mechanisms highlighted these
differences. MC6: Perception underlined the importance
of testing innovative captchas; one evaluator noted “these
captchas made me nauseous” (Animated).

7. NIELSEN HEURISTIC EVALUATION
A comparison HE was done using Nielsen and Molich’s

heuristics. Evaluators: We recruited from the LinkedIn
SIGCHI - SIG on Computer-Human Interaction. We also
recruited HCI graduate students. The same methodology
as for the MC heuristics was followed (§6). We limited par-
ticipation to nine evaluators (3 females, 6 males); these com-
pleted a median of 4 schemes each. Evaluators rated their
knowledge of security and HCI, their means were 3.44 in
both (out of 5, N = 9). There was one Nexus 5, one Sam-
sung Nexus, two LG Nexus 4, one iPhone 5S, one iPod, one
Windows Phone, and two Galaxy S III. Procedure: We
followed the same procedure as described in §6.

7.1 Data Analysis
Analysis followed the same procedure as in §6.1. The cat-

egorization was also conducted by two researchers. We pro-
vide brief results here; comparisons between MC heuristics
and Nielsen’s are described in §8.

7.2 Results
Raw Problems. The number of raw problems per scheme

across is as follow: reCaptcha (36), Asirra (73), NuCaptcha
(37), Animated (46). Similarly to MC heuristics, evaluators
described many problems in the first heuristic, Visibility of
System Status (44); we speculate evaluators use this heuris-
tic as starting point and noted problem here even if it was
not the best match. Error Prevention also promoted a high
number of problem descriptions (37).

Unique Problems. Nielsen’s heuristics with most unique
problems were Help and documentation (21) and Visibility
of System Status (10) respectively. Fewest unique problems
were classified in Aesthetic and minimalist design (4), Con-
sistency and standards (3), Help users recognize diagnose,
and recover from errors (3). The number of false positives
was: reCaptcha (6), Asirra (13), NuCaptcha (10), and Ani-
mated (5).

Evaluator Performance. The distribution of unique
problems across evaluators per scheme is depicted in Figures
2. Nielsen’s unique problems are more scattered (i.e., less
agreement between evaluators) than MC heuristics. This
may be due to the lack of specificity of Nielsen’s heuristics
for this domain. As initially concluded by Nielsen, the origi-
nal set of heuristics do not necessarily cover all domains [35].

8. EFFECTIVENESS OF THE MC
HEURISTICS

Table 3 shows the classification of problems for both. Nat-
urally, there are similarities between the two since our set
has heuristics derived from Nielsen’s. However, MC heuris-
tics facilitated uncovering more unique problems than Nielsen’s
despite the fact that Nielsen’s HE had more evaluators per



(a) reCaptcha (b) Asirra

(c) NuCaptcha (d) Animated

Figure 2: Unique problems per captcha scheme. Each row corresponds to an evaluator and each column to a
problem. Nielsen’s heuristics above the black bar and the MC heuristics below; they should be interpreted
separately.

scheme. This suggests that our heuristics does not require
a large number of evaluators to uncover a similar number
of problems. The number of false positives was lower with
MC heuristics and more major problems were identified. We
attribute this to the customization of our MC heuristics for
this domain. Regarding the number of evaluators, we in-
tended the evaluation of the four schemes to be independent
from each other. Nielsen and Molich [35] recommended 3 to
5 evaluators which we exceeded.

According to existing literature, it is desirable for heuris-
tic evaluations to be thorough, valid, and consistent (for re-
liability) [20]. We compared our results along these pre-
viously defined metrics [20, 14]. The norm is to visually
compare these metrics [20, 14]. The ultimate criterion to
assess usability evaluation methods is finding real usability
problems, §5. We define the set of real problems from the
unique problems derived from the MC HE and our earlier
user study evaluating these same schemes [41]. To test effec-
tiveness, we explore the following question: How well do the
MC heuristics help evaluators discover real problems? Our
effectiveness metrics are based on the synthesized unique
problems from the two heuristic evaluations.

8.1 Comparison between MC and Nielsen
Thoroughness: The heuristics should find as many usabil-

ity problems as possible. Thoroughness indicates the pro-
portion of problems found by the heuristic evaluation to real
problems [20, 14].

Thoroughness =
Number of real problems identified

Number of real problems that exist

Thoroughness ranges from 0 to 1, with higher values in-
dicating more thoroughness. The MC heuristics score over
70% on all schemes. Other published domain heuristics [23,
14] have shown 71% and 55% thoroughness, respectively.
We note that MC heuristics are consistently thorough across
schemes. Nielsen’s thoroughness values have considerable
variability across schemes.

Validity : Validity measures how well the heuristic serves
its intended purpose; or the proportion of problems found
that are real usability problems [20, 14]. The Number of
issues identified as problems includes the number of False
positives identified plus the Number of real problems identi-
fied (Table 3).

V alidity =
Number of real problems identified

Number of issues identified as problems

Validity ranges from 0 to 1. The heuristics perform con-
sistently with a high number of real problems identified
and a small number of false positives, yielding high valid-
ity. Nielsen’s HE showed more false positives. High Valid-
ity scores indicate that most of the problems are real, thus
higher values are better. In comparison, Chattratichart and
Lindgaard [14] obtained a validity of 0.65.

Reliability : Consistent results are important independent
of the individual performing the heuristic evaluation [20].
It is also desirable to identify major usability issues [23].
Reliability measures the mean number of evaluators finding
a problem [14]. Our reliability scores are similar to the 0.178
reported by Chattratichart and Lindgaard [14]; lower scores
are better. Nielsen’s HE had more evaluators but was less
reliable across schemes.



Scheme Unique False P. Major Minor Raw Thorough. Validity Reliability
MC N MC N MC N MC N MC N MC N MC N MC N

reCaptcha 43 26 5 6 26 9 17 17 86 43 0.79 0.68 0.89 0.81 0.18 0.30
Asirra 37 32 3 13 14 14 23 18 60 82 0.71 0.76 0.92 0.71 0.16 0.28

NuCaptcha 18 27 3 10 6 10 12 17 31 46 0.70 0.84 0.91 0.73 0.28 0.33
Animated 39 18 2 5 24 7 15 11 79 52 0.73 0.54 0.95 0.78 0.15 0.44

All 137 103 13 34 70 40 67 63 256 223

Table 3: Heuristic Evaluations. Note. MC = Captcha heuristics, N = Nielsen’s heuristics.

Reliability =
Number of evaluators

Number of real problems identified

Effectiveness Summary. The Thoroughness, Validity
and Reliability results align with previous work using the
same metrics to determine effectiveness. The metrics further
support the effectiveness of the MC heuristics.

9. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The MC heuristics performed well in finding usability prob-

lems. Compared to Nielsen’s, MC found more problems with
higher severity. As suggested by Nielsen and Molich [35],
our domain specific heuristics performed better at uncov-
ering problems than their general heuristics. Scheme-based
differences in severity ratings, unique problems and overall
performance also indicate that the heuristics performed well.
Identical results for all evaluated schemes would have indi-
cated flawed heuristics since the schemes are representatives
of different captcha categories.

So far the heuristics were used by people with well founded
knowledge of HCI and security. We plan to ask captcha
developers and web administrators to use the MC heuris-
tics in an evaluation to verify the usefulness for this target
group. Additional analysis looking at the evaluators’ back-
ground may be useful in some circumstances; for example,
when HE evaluators do not share a homogenous background.
Exploration based on evaluator’s background could include
similarities or differences on the severity and types of issues
reported, and the likelihood of finding easy problems or dis-
covering hard problems. Heuristics specifically considering
audio schemes could be added to the present set of heuris-
tics. The MC heuristics could be used to evaluate captchas
developed for desktops, however we think that they could
be further optimized for this context.

Evaluating the security of any captcha scheme is a non
trivial task which requires significant expertise. The ap-
proach to“breaking”a scheme varies according to the captcha
class. For example, assessing the security of character recog-
nition captchas requires a different set of tools than an im-
age recognition captcha. A heuristic evaluation cannot be
designed to evaluate the security of any piece of software.
Thus, the MC heuristics are meant to be used in parallel
with a security analysis.

Our aim was to propose and validate a set of heuristics
for evaluating captcha schemes on smartphones. To validate
the heuristics, we conducted two heuristic evaluations. The
MC heuristics can be used as a discount method to uncover
usability problems in captchas meant to be used in sites
targeting mobile devices. Furthermore, the heuristics can
used at any stage of the design of new captcha schemes for
mobile devices.
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